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2022 is set to be a momentous year for the UK and the Royal Family. 

Already the longest-serving female head of state in history, Queen 

Elizabeth II will observe her Platinum Jubilee and commemorate 70 

years on the throne. 

No British monarch has ever reached this milestone and there will 

be countless events and celebrations across the UK and the world to 

mark this historic occasion. 

As the UK’s longest established flag makers, we’re poised to provide 

you with all the information, services, and premium quality products 

that you’ll need to join in the celebrations. 

Welcome to the Flagmakers Platinum Collection.
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What is the Platinum Jubilee?

The Platinum Jubilee is the celebration of Her Majesty’s seventy years as the 

Queen of the United Kingdom. Having acceded to the throne on 6th February 

1952 when Her Majesty was 25 years old, The Queen has ruled for longer than 

any other Monarch in British history, becoming a much loved and respected 

figure across the globe. 

Throughout 2022, Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II and members of the Royal 

Family will travel around the country to undertake a variety of engagements 

to mark this historic occasion culminating with the focal point of the Platinum 

Jubilee Weekend in June.

The United Kingdom will commemorate the 70th anniversary of Her Majesty’s 

coronation with an exnteded Bank Holiday from Thursday 2nd June to Sunday 

5th June. This will provide an opportunity for communities and people throughout 

the United Kingdom to come together to celebrate the historic milestone. 

The four days of celebrations will include public events and community activities, 

as well as national moments of reflection on The Queen’s 70 years of service.





Union Flag

The Union flag is one of the most iconic and recognisable flag designs in the world. Since its adoption in 1801 the flag has 
been flown on land and see across the world, both as the National flag for the United Kingdom and as a part of several other 
countries. The Union flag is our best selling product and will be a popular choice as individuals and businesses celebrate the 
jubilee and the British Monarchy.  

• Available in 11 International Standard Sizes

• Made from highest-quality MOD grade flag fabric.

• Hemmed on the three exposed sides with a strong double hem

• Complete with headband, rope and toggle ready to fly

Printed / Dye Sublimated 

• Guarantees bold, vibrant colours

• Ideal for high volume flag production

• Short lead time and high stock levels

Starting from £17.64

Hand Sewn / Appliqué 

• Original and most durable may to make a flag

• Printed segments pieced together like a mosaic

• Premium finish and high stock levels

Starting from £42.61



Commemorative Flag

Flagmakers are proud to offer two limited edition designs to allow individuals and businesses to join in the official 
celebrations of Her Majesty’s jubilee. Designed by 19 year old graphic designer Edward Roberts, the continuous platinum 
line reveals a stylised St Edward’s Crown on a round purple background associated with royalty and signifying a royal seal.   

• Official emblem for the Platinum Jubilee chosen in conjuction with the Victoria and Albert Museum

• Elegant design incorporating the number 70 on a purple and platinum layout

• Available as Portrait or Landscape flag

• Hemmed on the three exposed sides with a strong double hem and complete with headband, rope and toggle ready to fly

Available in all production styles:

• Printed / Dye Sublimated

• Hand Sewn / Appliqué

• Hand Painted

• Embroidered

 

Starting from £17.64



Custom Made Flags

If you’re looking for a unique way to celebrate the Platinum Jubilee and combine it with your brand and business, then a 
custom made flag is the ideal solution for you. There are endless opportunities when you choose a custom flag. Create a 
lasting impression from a single glance with bold and eye catching designs in almost any shape, colour, or size you can 
think of. Speak to our expert design team and discuss how to combine your logos and branding with the iconic Union flag 
or the official Platinum Jubilee emblem. 

When you order a flag from Flagmakers, you’re getting more than just a flag. You are dealing with the UK’s longest established 
flag maker, guaranteeing the expertise, care, and attention that goes into making each flag. We lovingly produce a huge range 
of standard and bespoke flags here in the UK and are pleased to help, whatever your needs.

Printed / Dye Sublimated Hand Sewn / Appliqué

Hand Painted Embroidered



Display Solutions

For businesses seeking a modern and contemporary solution to their display needs, Flagmakers offer a premium print service. 
Speak to us to learn more about exceptional quality print on a vast range of temporary and long-term display products. Our 
in-house team are equipped with state-of-the-art studio and production technology to ensure rapid results whatever the scale 
of your requirements. 

Flagmakers range of indoor and outdoor display products aims to offer a high quality solution for any location, event, or 
business. Create stunning designs with the Union flag, the official Platinum Jubilee emblem, and your logo and branding. 

Discover the options available for custom designs and artwork including:

• Bunting

• Banner Frames 

• Wall Mount Systems

• Pop Up Banners

• Cafe Barriers

• Table Cloths



Flagpoles

There is no one-size-fits-all approach when it comes to flagpoles from Flagmakers. We’re ready to find your ideal solution 
and there are several factors you’ll need to consider to help identify the best flagpole for you.

• Where will it be located? Indoors? Outdoors? On a wall? Does it need to move?

• How tall does my flagpole need to be? Feet? Metres? Storeys?

• What flag are you looking to fly? Size? Orientation?

• What is your budget? Initial product? Ongoing maintenance?

In some cases, to install a flagpole permanently you will need planning permission from your local council. Our experience 
is that in general planning permission is straight forward to obtain, particularly if there are other poles in the area which 
form a precedent.

The historic milestone of the Platinum Jubilee deserves a display of the fquality flagpole - and we’ve got the finest selection 
for you to choose from. Made from only the highest quality materials, our flagpoles are professionally finished and designed 
to make an impact in any location.

Your flagpole can be manufactured from Aluminium or Glassfibre. All glassfibre poles are available in white and upon 
request our team can repaint your aluminium flagpole to a specific RAL colour at our 25,000 sqm production facility in 
Chesterfield. Choose from a range of bases, brackets and an internal or external halyard to create the ideal flagpole solution 
for you.

Speak to our team of trained professionals who can advise and help you find your perfect flagpole.

• Ground Mounted Flagpoles - a prestigious and professional welcome to your premises.

• Wall Mounted Flagpoles - perfect for businesses limited for space and city centre location.

• Roof Mounted Flagpoles - bring height, colour, and vibrancy to your building to create a great first impression

• Portable Flagpoles - allows you the flexibility to fly your flags whatever the setting.



Flag Change Service

You’d like your flag to create an irreplaceable first 
impression, and especially if you’re marking a momentous 
occassion such as the Platinum Jubilee. Out of courtesy and 
respect, it is best to have your flags in the most pristine 
condition possible. Our experienced team can efficiently 
check, change, and restore your flag on a schedule to suit 
yoiu. Tell us the requirements that you need, and we’ll 
provide a first-class service, changing your flags so that 
they give the best impression possible,

Flagpole Service & Maintenance

An unused or badly maintained pole in front of your 
premises will make the wrong kind of statement. By 
choosing one of our maintenance contracts you can 
be sure that your poles are both safe and smart. Book 
your flagpole service in time for the jubilee celebrations 
and our dedicated team will visit your site, clean the 
flagpole, examine all fixtures and fittings, and swap out 
weathered elements for new ones. Each service looks at 
every detail of your flagpole and ensures they meet our 
health and safety guidelines.



Adelphi Way, Ireland Industrial Estate, 
Staveley, Chesterfield, S43 3LS


